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ACROSS
1. Legendary queen of the fairies
4. Polite address
8. Wood-shaping tool
12. Libreville's land
17. Pell follower
18. Move edgewise
19. Combine, as money
20. Clear the board
21. Considered the railroad?
24. __ Park, CA
25. Playing marbles
26. __ Selassie
27. Churchgoer's cry?
28. Monarchs' prandial aides
29. With frenzy
30. __ tight ship
31. Explosive letters
32. Pagliacci clown
33. Ominous
37. Ann and May, for example
40. Trivia maven's lot?
42. "May __ excused?"
43. Poetic plaint
44. Identity
45. Old Roman greetings
46. Book after Joel
47. Spanish preposition
48. Workaholism?
52. Lane's coworker
53. Exteriors
55. Political event
56. Vacuum tube type
58. Real bargain
59. Hostess Mesta
60. Bashful, e.g.
61. Reacts to a pun
63. Painter Rivera
64. Bandits
67. Torn, poetically
68. Dove's attitude?
70. Pertaining to: suffix
71. "Darling, Je Vous Beaucoup"
72. Campus gp.
73. End for pal or lay
74. Manhattan sch.
75. One-million link
76. Fish parade?
80. Jabs
81. Pine
83. Hackneyed
84. Go astray
85. Existence: Lat.
86. Mercenary
87. Reversion to a primitive type
91. Inferno author
93. Is Paris Burning? actor
94. Repute
95. Old photo tint
96. Cop's concern?
98. Rite site
99. Picnic hamperers
100. __ wheels (car)
101. Math ratio
102. Give way
103. Shipbuilding wood
104. Fad follower, often
105. Snack on

DOWN
1. Maestro Zubin
2. Soothing succulents
3. Pale-colored mushrooms
4. Tiny arachnids
5. Commotions
6. 1936 loser Landon
7. Marsh gas component
8. "... to fetch ___ water"
9. Antimacassar
10. District
11. They loop the Loop
12. Some May babies
13. Athletes' milieus
14. More ___ for your buck
15. Frogner Park locale
16. Prefix meaning new
17. ___ Helens: abbr.
18. It may be starched or stuffed
22. Narrow valleys
23. Ship-to-shore device
27. Batter's plays
29. Diva Anna
30. Kitchen gadget
32. Scrabble supply
33. Cabbage variety
34. Christmas?
35. Investor's choice
36. Remainder, in Rouen
37. Guitar adjunct
38. Baseball family name
39. Anatomy?
40. Even
41. Fanciful tale
44. Fountain orders
46. Director Kurosawa
48. Mortgage, e.g.
49. Famed DJ Alan
50. Slow and dignified, to 1-Down
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51. __ Me (Tomlin/Martin film)
54. Declare
56. Time and time again?
57. Craze
59. Salt quantity
60. Charlie Brown expletives
61. Galahad's quest
62. Rey's mate
63. Get rid of
64. Palm nut
65. Bohr or Brahe
66. Stone and Stallone
68. Code name
69. Step on it
72. Increase
74. Talk
76. Colonel in the game Clue
77. Cleopatra's Needle, e.g.
78. Papal cape
79. Tops in foolishness
80. Nero's instrument
82. Kindly
84. Unbending
86. Hearth goddess
87. __ for the Misbegotten
88. 1-Down's homeland
89. Bloodhound's clue
90. Utter
91. Cold-cuts center
92. Competent: Fr.
93. Certain buggy's terrain
94. In-law of Lucrezia Borgia
95. Utter
96. Louisville slugger
97. Behold
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ACROSS
1. Encircle
5. From Omsk or Tomsk
10. Among: prefix
15. Guam’s __ Harbor
19. 1958 Pulitzer Prize winner
20. Holiday visitor
21. Raymond’s sitcom mom
22. Certain South African
23. Pop music headquarters?
25. Argonauts’ quest?
27. Summer sneezer’s bane
28. Declares
30. Obey
31. Expunged
32. ___ This Woman (1940 film)
33. Mayday
34. Actress Lupino
35. Susan of “L.A. Law”
36. Longtime senator from Connecticut
38. Sherpa sighting, perhaps
40. Imperial digs
42. War journalist Ernie
43. Bandleader Brown
44. Ford follower
46. Hemingway sobriquet
49. Not as moist
51. Road divisions
52. Cinch
56. Sore
57. Former Milanese dough
58. Rich dessert
59. Linen variety
60. Wahine’s offering
61. Wealthy one
62. Netherlands city (with “The”)
63. Signify
64. Pt. of NATO
65. Perfect serve
66. Begets
67. Skin art, briefly
68. Airport sked heading
69. Within one’s abilities
71. Repairs
72. Inlet
73. Palindromic preposition
74. Bullion cube
75. Out to lunch
76. Indonesian island
77. Garden worker
78. Capone’s pursuer
79. Harbors
80. So last year
81. Extremities
82. Flattened at the poles
84. Long, long time
85. 660, to Cato
87. Dietary restriction, for some
90. SASE, e.g.
92. Debauchee
93. Movie industry org.
96. Lennon’s lady
97. ___ later than you think
98. Wear down
100. Parsley family member
102. Leatherneck
104. Promised
106. Tabriz residents
107. VIP?
109. The frigate Constitution?
111. Dash
112. Lionel’s sister
113. ___ Magnolias (1989 film)
114. Aarhus native
115. Scout groupings
116. Kid
117. Rowed
118. Pt. of CBS

DOWN
1. Expressed shock
2. Disregard
3. Instant ___
4. Business arrangements
5. Capra comedy of 1944?
6. Gal of song
7. Set into the surface
8. Bikini event
9. One who opposes
10. Turkish hospice
11. Re the sea: abbr.
12. Beginner for bien
13. One, in Bonn
14. Brings to the surface again
15. Beame and Burrows
16. Type of justice
17. Go back
18. Hippodromes
24. Impoverished
26. Strong cotton thread
29. ___ out (supplements)
33. Frolic
37. Infer
39. High flier of myth
41. Fiery felony
42. Be worthwhile
43. Meadow
45. Put one’s two cents in?
46. Knight
47. Paint remover
48. Sgt. Bilko portrayer?
50. Wrath
51. Theater sections
53. Kids’ cable network?
54. Made changes to
55. Baby blues
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58. Running late 59. French head
61. Sentry’s shout 62. Suggestions
63. Dickens novel?
66. Small sofa 67. Ohio city
70. “__ Buddies” (Hanks/Scolari sitcom)
71. Trading center
72. Nip or nap starter
75. Dinghy and dory
76. Prohibit
77. Spell
79. Blood component
80. Plaintively, in music
83. The Unbearable Lightness of __
84. Off-white
86. Looks salaciously
87. Won with ease
88. Make possible
89. The Picture of __ Gray
91. Snuggle
92. More florid
93. Sabbath, for many
94. Strangers
95. Philosopher José Ortega __
99. Triangle at a river’s mouth
101. Sneak attacks
103. 10-Down et al.
104. Titled Turk
105. “__ Funny That Way”
108. Native: suffix
110. Retainer, for one
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ACROSS
1. Minnesota’s St. ___ College
5. Insect stage
9. The City of Kings
13. Topper
16. Historic mission
17. Unite
18. Cheese burg
19. Cob or hart
20. Change/tiger/atom
22. Snack
23. China setting?
24. Most virtuous
25. Saucer/attention/decade
27. Baking powder ingredient
28. Exact
30. Relieved (of)
31. Navy construction worker
34. Run the show
36. Well-defined
41. Disconcert
42. Expert/exam/insects
44. German pronoun
45. Bestow
46. Animal shelter
47. Mendes and Gabor
48. Make eyes at
49. Similar to
50. Progenitor/pronoun/sib
54. Greek mountain
55. Military guards
57. Habits
58. Semiprecious stones
59. Odd ducks
60. Borgnine role
61. Guarneri's mentor
62. Very now
64. Wouk's ship
65. Allowances
66. ___ in on (aims at)
69. Vegetable/formerly/number
71. Sticky stuff
72. Czech river
73. Bollywood wear
74. Superb
75. Actress Pitts
76. Throw one's hat in the ring
77. Dine/harbor/skilled
81. More robust
82. Flammable fuels
84. Nimbi
85. Wickerworkers
86. “__ So Easy” (Ronstadt hit)
87. Kind of sch.
88. Rake
89. Record/pronoun/epoch
94. Pain reliever
100. Bruhn of ballet
101. Actress Skye
102. Jailbird/penny/assess
103. Feels poorly
104. Skin art, for short
105. Fugart's A Lesson From ___
106. Saarinen namesakes
107. Queue after Q
108. Tizzy
109. Minus
110. Actress Cannon

DOWN
1. __ podrida
2. Old Baltic coins
3. Submissive
4. George Washington Bridge terminus
5. Spreadable edible
6. QB VII author
7. Shield
8. Novelist Rand
9. Ulyanov pseudonym
10. Promising phrases?
11. Distiller's mixture
12. Bay State town and college
13. Hold up
14. Onetime rival of Björn
15. Teri’s “Lois & Clark” costar
16. Battery types
17. Disable
19. Day of the semaine
21. Lead
25. Ruby and Sandra
26. River islets
29. Peace sign
31. Long stories
32. Roman magistrate
33. Commercial/camper/concrete
34. Iroquoians
35. Forenoon
36. Tennis’ ___ Cup
37. Claire and Balin
38. Near/metal/gust
39. Lover of Daphnis
40. Lock
42. Trims away
43. Peevish
46. Nonclergy
48. Mexican basketry grass
50. Nudges
51. What Is Man? author
52. Diva Marilyn
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ACROSS
1. Magnetic-induction units
7. Big bird
10. Old French coin
13. Hammett sleuth
18. Fasten
19. Crusaders’ foes
22. Like many bathrooms
23. Barnyard ball club?
25. Swiftly
26. Dessert wine from Sicily
27. Norse pantheon
28. Kidney enzyme
29. ____ which way (haphazardly)
30. Jack in cribbage
31. One of the Marianas
33. Polonius’ hiding place
34. Perp pursuers
36. Prohibition ball club?
39. Commercial award
41. St. Mark’s symbol
43. 58-Across source
44. Help-wanted notice?
45. Japanese noodles
46. Scream
48. To wit
52. Swami toppers
54. Formal ball club?
56. These last for weeks: abbr.
57. Appraise
58. Luau staple
59. Bribed
62. Chemin de ____
65. Personal philosophy
67. CSA soldiers
70. Mlle., in Málaga
71. Meager
73. DDE opponent
74. Genteel lunch spot
77. Camera movement
79. Ye follower
80. Slower, in mus.
81. Cordial ball club?
85. Québec carriage
89. Luanda’s land
90. Diary heading
91. Drained gradually
92. Water cooler
94. Cape ____ (westernmost point in Europe)
96. Brass component
98. Buck
99. Southern-fried ball club?
104. Mordant Mort
106. “The coward does it with ____” (Wilde)
108. Frothy dessert
111. Born
112. Part of 73-Across
113. Emulates
114. Desert illusions
116. Hammer parts
117. Venerable ball club?
121. Schools for engrs.
122. Acting legend Hagen
127. Pretends

DOWN
1. Runway surface
2. Grain alcohol
3. Plagiaristic ball club?
4. Nippers
5. Ending for crust
6. Civil War battle site
7. Course for recent immigrants: abbr.
8. Kid’s cry
9. Situla
10. Vacillate
11. Water nymphs
12. 1980 Olympics host
13. Bart or Brenda
14. Aeronautical ball club?
15. He played Joe Tynan
16. Ruling
17. Heaven on earth
20. “Robin ____” (old ballad)
24. Wooden shoe
31. Glacial pinnacle
32. South American snake
33. Take on
35. Dirty
37. More scruffy
38. Molder
40. Add-____ (extras)
42. Lon of Cambodia
47. Money left behind
49. Bit of work
50. Commanders: abbr.
51. North Sea feeder
53. Retinal cells
54. Guardianship
55. “Brothers & Sisters” matriarch
57. Color TV pioneer
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60. Content
61. Coal-rich region of Germany
62. Mortal ball club?
63. These may be loose or tight
64. Interstate: abbr.
65. Aurora
66. Auricular
67. ___ Raton, FL
68. Promptly
69. Raccoons’ kin
70. 3M: abbr.
71. “Survivor” network
72. Stellar ball club?
73. Crosses
74. Former Fenway fave
75. Moral principles
76. Part of 3M: abbr.
77. Bidder’s signal
78. Stellar ball club?
79. Moral principles
80. Stellar ball club?
81. Poetic tribute
82. Crosses
83. Poetic tribute
84. Former Fenway fave
85. “Survivor” network
86. L.A. community
87. Watertight
88. Il nome della rose author
89. Regally attired
90. Bouquet
91. “Ta-ta!”
92. Sergeant or corporal
93. Regally attired
94. Bouquet
95. Entrenched
96. Caucasian native
97. “Ta-ta!”
98. Fusilli’s shape
99. Fusilli’s shape
100. Sergeant or corporal
101. Entrenched
102. Caucasian native
103. Fusilli’s shape
104. Sergeant or corporal
105. Abate
106. Oscar winner as Loretta
107. Oscar winner as Loretta
108. Heyday
109. Heyday
110. Sacred bull of Egypt
111. Sacred bull of Egypt
112. Room in a casa
113. Room in a casa
114. It does a bang-up job
115. Johns Hopkins subj.
116. It does a bang-up job
117. Johns Hopkins subj.
118. Washington Sq. campus
119. Washington Sq. campus
120. ___ culpa

Solution on last page
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SOUNDS LIKE A GAME SHOW  by Henry Hook

ACROSS
1. Lava __
5. Song syllable
8. Patsies
13. “Bésame ___”
18. “Ohhhh”
19. Chow
20. Something that’s bid
21. How sardines may be packed
22. Blacken
23. End of a similarity simile
24. Healthniks on the loose?
26. This works like a charm
28. Pamplona runner
29. Surfer girl, facetiously
30. Corn
31. On the qui vive
33. Stratum
34. Arduous, in a way
37. Sasquatch’s cousin
39. Garfield’s foil
41. ___ in “queen”
44. Sleep
46. Watchmaker’s fees?
50. Subject for past masters?
51. ___ morgana
53. Garlic mayonnaise
54. Sheba’s owner
55. Benevolent brotherhood
56. “__ Be My Girl” (O’Jays hit)
58. Flashed message
59. Ousted
61. 2004 biopic
62. Hammer end
63. “As I was going ___ Ives ___”
65. Simon’s ___ to Be in Pictures
66. Guardhouse?
69. Radii
71. Retreat
72. “Phooey!”
73. Invisible means of support?
76. Dropped anchor
77. “ Pretentious? ___?”
78. Ice cream pattern
80. Pitcher Labine
81. Man ___ Mancha
82. Blessings
84. W-i-d-e shoe width
85. Bindlestaff
86. Billionaire’s bequest?
88. Fan
90. Two cents
92. Two cents
93. Serpico author
94. Melville foetopman
96. Better than ordinary
97. Speed: abbr.
98. Become active
101. Square-dance group
103. Montmartre artist
107. Boss Hogg’s henchman
108. Broadcast
112. Vincent and Leontyne correspond?
114. Tavern stock
115. Typesetting measure
116. Attack
117. What Is to Be Done? pamphleteer
118. Tavern stock
119. Erelong
120. Millennium makeup
121. Ladder, to Luigi
122. Every last bit
123. Doughboy
124. Healthniks on the loose?
58. Flashed message
59. Ousted
61. 2004 biopic
62. Hammer end
63. “As I was going ___ Ives ___”
65. Simon’s ___ to Be in Pictures
66. Guardhouse?
69. Radii
71. Retreat
72. “Phooey!”
73. Invisible means of support?
76. Dropped anchor
77. “ Pretentious? ___?”
78. Ice cream pattern
80. Pitcher Labine
81. Man ___ Mancha
82. Blessings
84. W-i-d-e shoe width
85. Bindlestaff
86. Billionaire’s bequest?
88. Fan
90. Two cents
92. Two cents
93. Serpico author
94. Melville foetopman
96. Better than ordinary
97. Speed: abbr.
98. Become active
101. Square-dance group
103. Montmartre artist
107. Boss Hogg’s henchman
108. Broadcast
112. Vincent and Leontyne correspond?
114. Tavern stock
115. Typesetting measure
116. Attack
117. What Is to Be Done? pamphleteer
118. Tavern stock
119. Erelong
120. Millennium makeup
121. Ladder, to Luigi
122. Every last bit
123. Doughboy
124. Healthniks on the loose?

DOWN
1. It’s just one thing after another
2. Out of port
3. Ground grain
4. Actress Gilpin’s hand protectors?
5. 1969 Hitchcock film
6. Anecdotal Andy
7. Contribute
8. Glazed pottery
9. Love to pieces
10. Austerity
11. 114-Across container
12. Took action against
13. Sin
14. Single
15. San Francisco’s ___ Tower
16. Handle
17. Word in some inn names
19. Result of Christmas dinner?
25. 1980s craze starter
27. Manager’s special
28. Hulot’s creator
32. Hammer and sickle
34. “Bride or groom?” asker
35. Penn. metropolis
36. Sled dog
38. Affairs d’___
40. MMMV ÷ V
41. Said, to Poe
42. Shoelace tip
43. Roe source
45. Atelier props
47. Mugs
48. Sweetie
49. Science suffix
52. “… a ___’clock scholar”
57. Disgrace
59. Celebrity genies?
60. What we co-own
62. Lap dog, for short
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64. “__ believe in yesterday” 74. Renaissance fiddle
65. Measured by square miles 75. Loan payment abbr.
66. Atoll material 76. Does a yard chore
67. Elevator stop 77. Archie’s dense pal
e.g. 79. Dandelion, e.g.
80. Allowance? 82. Curator’s deg., perhaps
81. Underdog’s girlfriend 83. Court summons
73. English actor Eric

87. Breakfast fare 88. Bedford __ (George Bailey’s home)
89. Loco 91. Signify
95. “This I gotta hear!” 97. Wakefield clergyman
99. 69-Down’s title 100. Up to
102. Bass basket 103. Daisy preceder

104. Corner 105. Braver of CBS News
106. Temple team 109. ___ Harker (Dracula heroine)
110. Screen summons 111. Gas holder
113. Camcorder abbr. 114. Ewe said it

Solution on last page
# Locked Out

**By Raymond Hamel**
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---

**Across**

1. They're out to launch
2. Otherwise
3. Word on a grocer's scale
4. Long run, for short
5. Babe Ruth's sultanate
6. Hun, for one
7. "Owner of a Lonely Heart" singers
8. Protect with a dike
9. Christmas spirit?
10. Sluggo's rival
11. Ahab's father
12. In ___ (stuck)
13. High-tech scalpel
14. Valle del Bove site
15. Crow's-nest cry
16. Warren or Anthony
17. Adam Bede's creator
18. Flat
19. Sleipnir's rider
20. Sleipnir's rider
21. Carson McCullers setting
22. Durable dos
24. Flat
25. Adam Bede's creator
26. Sleipnir's rider
27. Sleipnir's rider
28. Staples Center events
29. Gate squeaker
30. Former RNC chairman Lee
31. Dudley Do-Right's beloved
32. Spoonful of Mincemeat ingredient
33. Snowmobile part
34. Bronze constituent
35. Keep
36. Snowmobile part
37. Bronze constituent
38. Exquisite
39. Freebie's partner
40. Just right
41. Parvenu's quest
42. Pitch properly
43. Larder
44. Stead
45. Flit
46. Ahab's father
47. Record of the year?
48. Larder
49. Oracular
50. Nonpartisan voters: abbr.
51. Otherwise
52. Word on a grocer's scale
53. Long run, for short
54. Hun, for one
55. "Owner of a Lonely Heart" singers
56. Protect with a dike
57. Christmas spirit?
58. Sluggo's rival
59. Ahab's father
60. In ___ (stuck)
61. High-tech scalpel
62. Valle del Bove site
63. Crow's-nest cry
64. Warren or Anthony
65. Adam Bede's creator
67. Otherwise
68. Word on a grocer's scale
69. Long run, for short
70. Hun, for one
71. "Owner of a Lonely Heart" singers
72. Protect with a dike
73. Christmas spirit?
74. Sluggo's rival
75. Ahab's father
76. In ___ (stuck)
77. Despicable
78. Ludwig's refusal
79. "Clean hands and ___ heart" (Psalm 24:4)
80. Clean hands and ___ heart" (Psalm 24:4)
81. Imam's text
82. Ludwig's refusal
83. "Clean hands and ___ heart" (Psalm 24:4)
84. Imam's text
85. Clean hands and ___ heart" (Psalm 24:4)
86. Imam's text
87. Concord Sonata composer
88. Mincemeat ingredient
89. Canadian rednecks
90. Georgetown athlete
91. Histologist's sample
92. Ravel's \"L'espagnole\"
93. Best Picture of 1988
94. Stick
95. With 106-Across, voice of Porky and Daffy
96. Best Picture of 1988
97. Stick
98. With 106-Across, voice of Porky and Daffy
99. Refrain fragment
100. Cheese variety
101. Cheese variety
102. Cheese variety
103. Levied
104. See 99-Across
105. Bar order
106. See 99-Across
107. Bobby, Annette et al.
110. Isley Brothers classic
111. Incline
112. Gasteria relative
113. Bellhop's station
114. Chili _aditivo_
115. Director ___-Gavras
116. Await judgment
117. Greek peak
118. Was beholden to
119. _ buco

**Down**

1. Dudley Do-Right's beloved
2. Seed coat
3. Forest Service mascot
4. He was born Frederick Austerlitz
5. Union members?
6. Wear partner
7. Sheltered
8. Earth, in sci-fi novels
9. Match, as a bet
10. With 109-Down, Connecticut hero
11. Words after whether
12. State flower of Maryland
13. Root beer alternative
14. He raised Cain
15. Capital punishment?
16. Termini
17. JFK Library architect
18. Belt
19. Ready to be drawn
20. Jazzy James
21. Mincemeat ingredient
22. Railroad switch
23. Source of tanbark
24. Zee Confrey piano composition
25. "Now could ___ hot blood" (Hamlet)
26. Po land
27. Nightingale, e.g.
28. Adlai's running mate
29. Pt. of ONI
30. Painter Jan van
31. Kofi ___ Annan
32. Snowmobile part
33. Bronze constituent
34. Exquisite
35. Freebie's partner
36. Maintain
37. Incline
38. __ mecum (manual)
39. Root beer alternative
40. Words after whether
41. State flower of Maryland
42. Root beer alternative
43. He raised Cain
44. Capital punishment?
45. Termini
46. JFK Library architect
47. Belt
48. Ready to be drawn
49. Jazzy James
50. Mincemeat ingredient
51. Railroad switch
52. Source of tanbark
53. Zee Confrey piano composition
54. "Now could ___ hot blood" (Hamlet)
55. Po land
56. Nightingale, e.g.
57. Adlai's running mate
58. Pt. of ONI
59. Painter Jan van
60. Incline
61. Words after whether
62. State flower of Maryland
63. Root beer alternative
64. He raised Cain
65. Capital punishment?
66. Termini
67. JFK Library architect
68. Belt
69. Ready to be drawn
70. Jazzy James
71. Mincemeat ingredient
72. Railroad switch
73. Source of tanbark
74. Zee Confrey piano composition
75. "Now could ___ hot blood" (Hamlet)
76. Po land
77. Nightingale, e.g.
78. Adlai's running mate
79. Pt. of ONI
80. Painter Jan van
81. Incline
82. State flower of Maryland
83. Root beer alternative
84. He raised Cain
85. Capital punishment?
86. Termini
87. JFK Library architect
88. Belt
89. Ready to be drawn
90. Jazzy James
91. Mincemeat ingredient
92. Railroad switch
93. Source of tanbark
94. Zee Confrey piano composition
95. "Now could ___ hot blood" (Hamlet)
96. Po land
97. Nightingale, e.g.
98. Adlai's running mate
99. Pt. of ONI
100. Painter Jan van

---
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58. Wolfish look 75. Barack Obama's birthplace
65. Neighbor of Sask. 77. First U.S. cardinal
68. Phrase to a copycat 78. Pizzeria lure
69. Cheese variety 79. Uxmal resident
70. Item subject to tariffs 81. Start of North Carolina's motto
71. Lloyd Webber work 84. Bobble
72. Incensed 86. Second beginning?
73. Pulpy part of a peach 90. Paretzky and Gilbert
93. Battle Cry author 95. I, O or U
97. Rhinoceros playwright 99. Imbroglio
101. Teem 104. Brownish-purple shades
105. Hustler's milieu? 107. Minstrel's instrument
108. Apply a bandage to 109. See 10-Down
110. Computer pictograph 111. Pip
113. Ballplayer's cheekful 114. A Man for All Seasons subject
115. Defeat 116. ___ snuff
117. Actress Lillie 120. Wanted poster abbr.
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